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EDITORIAL

This article expects to sum up the vital characteristics of registered 
trials of 2019 novel coronavirus (COVID-19), as far as their spatial 
and fleeting dispersions, sorts of plan and intercessions, and 
patient qualities among others.

A far reaching search of the enrolled COVID-19 trials has 
been performed on stages including ClinicalTrials.gov, WHO 
International Clinical Trials Registry Platform (WHO ICTRP), 
Chinese Clinical Trials Registry (CHiCTR), Australian Clinical 
Trials Registry, Britain's National Research Register (BNRR), 
Current Control Trials (CCT), and Glaxo Smith Kline Register. 
Preliminaries enlisted at the initial two months of the COVID-19 
flare-up are incorporated, without language limitations. For each 
examination, the enrollment data, study plan, and director data are 
gathered and summed up.  

An aggregate of 220 enlisted preliminaries were assessed as of 
February 27, 2020. Clinic started preliminaries were the dominant 
part and record for 80% of the example. Among the preliminaries, 
pilot studies and stage 4 preliminaries are more normal and speak 
to 35% and 19.1% of the example, separately. The middle example 

size of the enrolled preliminaries is 100, with interquartile range 
60-240. Further, 45.9% of the preliminaries referenced data on an 
information observing council. 54.5% of the preliminaries didn't 
determine the infection seriousness among patients they mean 
to select. Four kinds of intercessions are generally normal in the 
trial bunches over the enlisted examines: antiviral medications, 
Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), natural specialists, and 
hormone drugs. Among them, the TCM and organic specialists 
are oftentimes utilized in pilot study and compare to an assortment 
of essential endpoints. Interestingly, preliminaries with antiviral 
medications have more focused on essential results, for example, 
"Coronavirus nucleic analysis" and "28-day mortality."

We give a proof planning and examination of enlisted COVID-19 
clinical trials in China. Specifically, it is basic for continuous and 
future investigations to refine their exploration speculation and 
better distinguish their mediation treatments and the comparing 
essential results. It is additionally basic for numerous general 
wellbeing divisions and exploration organizations to cooperate for 
integrative clinical information catch and sharing, with a typical 
goal of improving future investigations that assess COVID-19 
mediations.
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